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CARDIAC DISPLACEMENT.1
BY ARTHUR K. STONE, M.D., BOSTON,

Physician to Out-Patients at the Massachusetts General Hospital.
Cardiac displacement, while not a subject of

distinctly practical importance, nevertheless is one
which has aroused considerable interest duringthe past decade, especially in France, where there
have appeared a number of excellent papers call-
ing attention to the general erroneous ideas which
have been held regarding the subject. As most
of what has been said by the members of the Lyons
school is also applicable to much of the teaching
hereabouts, it has seemed worth while to review
tito subject and to add my observations, which
arc based on the study of more than nine cases of
permanent cardiac displacement, in addition to a
number of cases seen in the ordinary course of
acute pleurisy and pneumothorax.

Besides Sir R. Douglas Powell very few other
observers have reported more than two or three
personal observations, and the total number con-
firmed by autopsy or X-ray examinations is
remarkably small. The most recent and com-

plete résumé of the subject is to be found in the
Thesis of Alaux, a student of Professor Pic of
Lyons, and doubtless reflects accurately the
teaching of that school. It is unfortunate that
in his desire to give credit to Professors Bard,
Pitres and Pic, he has neglected to quote the
correcto bservations of Sir Douglas Powell, made
in 1869 and 187G. Powell's results were obtained
from the study of a goodly number of cases, not
only clinically but also at the autopsy table. And
to these accurate observations are atlded experi-
mental studies serving to explain the conditions
found. Not only has Powell's work not been
quoted by the French writers, but it has also been
forgotten by recent English clinicians, who have
speculated much regarding the position of the
displaced hearts they had observed, when a refer-
ence to these papers would have answered all
their questions. Symes of Dublin in 1892 dis-
puted Powell's statement as made in his book on
the" Diseases of the Heart," evidently without
looking up the work on which Powell based his
assertions.

The subject, of displacements of the heart natur-
ally divides itself into two general divisions, the
congenital displacements of the heart, and the
acquired or pathological displacements. About
the former probably there has arisen the greater
amount of dispute, while the latter has given rise
to the greater amount of erroneous teacliing.

The question at issue is, does such a condition
as congenital dcxtrocardia without an accom-
panying transposition of all the viscera in the
body exist unless accompanied by other mal-
formations of the heart? Cases of transposition
of all the organs of the body have been reported
from time to time since the first observation by

1 Read at a meeting of the Boston Society for Medical Improve-
ment, Nov. 16, 1903.

Petrus Servius was made in Rome in 1643. (Col-
lection of cases by Gruber.) As a part of this
process the heart is involved in the general trans-
position and points towards the right, the aorta
also arching to the right instead of the left, with
the valves of the heart changed to meet the new
condition of things; that is, the mitral valves arc
found in tho right ventricle, which is thick-walled
and of course communicates with the aorta,while the left ventricle is thin-walled and has
trieuspid valves, and communicates with the
pulmonary artery. In every way the hearts in
the transposed cases are reversed from the ordi-
nary conditions, that is, they are mirror hearts.

It has been supposed that in a number of cases
where the heart either actually or apparently
pointed to the right, without any transposition of
the other viscera, there was present a con-
genital dextrocardia. It has been assumed that
I here was a mirror heart, also present, the con-

Fig. 1.
—

Mirror heart.

(litions holding as in cases of complete transpo-
sition of all the organs. The reported cases of
dextrocardia are few in number, and the autopsieswhen dextrocardia has been suspected are veryfew indeed.

Of the authentic cases, first of all come a small
group where the condition has been noted at the

Flu, 2. — Inverted heart. Aorta archoe to Hie left.
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autopsies of young infants, and here tho dextro-
cardia has practically always been accompanied
by malformation of the heart itself, most fre-
quently showing itself in absence of the ventri-
cular septum. There is, however, so far as I can
find, no case on record of true mirror heart.
Graanboom, however, has a fine case of congenital
dextrocardia, which was found in a man of thirty-
three, who, dying of nephritis, had never had
any manifestations arising from cardiac defor-
mity, although at the autopsy there was found a
much narrowed aorta. Here, the axis of the
heart was from left to right; the apex, however,
was not far beyond the edge of the sternum,
although in life the strongest impulse was at the
right mammary line. From the right ventricle,
which was thick-walled, arose the aorta, but the
valves were trieuspid instead of mitral. This is
the nearest approach to a mirror heart that has
been reported. There are, however, said to be
similar malformations to this on record, without
any deviation in I be usual axis of the heart.

Fio. i).
—

üraaiibooiii's cuse. Like Fl¡r. 2.

Occasional cases have been reported where
from clinical observation it has seemed during
life that there was a true congenital dextrocardia,
but such interpretations received a rude blow in a

case which had been under observation since 1888
by Professor v. Bamberger, and demonstrated
before the medical societies of Vienna as a case of
congenital dextrocardia. The young woman of
twenty-two years entered for aortic régurgita-
tion. She had had rheumatism and pneumonia.
The heart was found with the apex pointing to
the right in the fifth space outside the nipple. In
189G this patient came to the autopsy table, and
Professor Paltauf found all the organs in the nor-
mal position excepting the heart, which pointed
towards the right. There were present, however,
an adhesive pericarditis and extensive pleuro-
pericardial adhesions. There was also a depres-
sion upon the dome of the liver, due to the posi-
tion of the heart. Professor Paltauf refuses to
recognize the case as one of congenital origin, but

considers that it was consequent to the unrecog-
nized inflammatory processes, which had given
rise to the conditions found. He further states
that he has met with pericarditis in a seven-
months' fetus, and therefore concludes that
changes in the heart's axis may possibly be started
by such processes, and not be due to real change
in tlic development of the organ.

fio, 4.
—

Heurt drawn to the right.

That it is often difficult to get any history of
really extensive inflammatory processes I had illus-
trated in one of my own cases.

Here the heart was in about median position
with the apex behind the sternum. The patient
declared that he had never been sick, and no

questioning could make him acknowledge the
fact, and yet when examined with the fluoro-
scope the whole lower part of the left side of the
chest was found to be in shadow, showing that at
some time there had been an inflammatory proc-
ess which was quite sufficient to account for the
position of the heart. Other of my patients have
only given a history after prolonged and careful
cross-examination. From the literature and my
own experience I should quite agree with Garel
(1902), who refused to diagnose a case as con-

genital dextrocardia where the apex was undoubt-
edly to the right, but where a right-sided pleuritic
effusion had also been present, as was demon-
strated by the shadow showing in the fluoro-
scopic examination.

One of my cases, however, may possibly come
among the rare congenital cases of dextrocardia.
The patient is a young man aged twenty-three,
who was seen first in 1901. He gives no history
of thoracic disease. Since the age of thirteen
he has had attacks of epilepsy, much more severe

during the past seven years. The hospital record
states that the apex is in the fourth right inter-
space, 8 cm. from the median line. The other
organs are in a normal position.

I. A recent careful re-examination shows the
greatest cardiac impulse as above stated. With
the fluoroscopc the heart is much more median
than would be expected, and no sign of an apex
is to be seen. The portion of the heart at the
place of the maximum pulsation is evidently the
base. The general position of the shadow shows
distinctly that the apex lies behind the sternum.
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r . 1 l ~ r !  spncc occupictl l)y l.hc cnrtlinc! sll:itlo\v is 
large. The \irholc of thc right sitlo is sligl11,ly 
llnxy \\lhcn oompttrcd with t,llc left sitlc. All 
that can 1)c nssert,ctl is t,hal I ,hc~c is no his1,ory 
to 1)c ol)l,ainctl of inf l :~l~~l~lat ,ol '~ '  (lis(::isc, 1101' 

is tllctrc :illy (list,i~lt:t, ovi~lencc of s11(:11 11:~ving 
l.nkcn pl:icc. 11, is : t l )o~~t  1 . 1 1 ~  ])iotJ1vc I11:it :L ens(: 
like t11:it rcporl.rtl 1))' (;r:t:illl)oon1 \\lor~ltl I)c 
cs]x~et,otl to ],rcsont,. 0 1 1  t11c ot,Iicr 11:111(1, 1,11(\ 
pnsition, in gcncrnl t11:~t, of :L hc:~rt (lis])I:~(:c~l 1)y 
~~~~ch : t~ i i ( !n l  tnc:1ris, :wtl tho sligltt, g(?nor:il sI~:i(Io\\' 
of I)hc rig111 sitlc of the c:l~ctst,, 111:tko :ill ])osit,ivc 
:isscbrtio~is in rcg:irtl to t,h(! cl:~so i~nl,ossil)lo :it 
])rt:sr.~~t. All ci:isc>s \\.l~cbrc 1 . 1 1 ~  tli:\g~~osis 11:is I)c(:II 

/' 
1)l~plncctl l~onrt.  ( : o l~~c l~ \ tn l  ( 7 ) .  Acc~~rntoly  t~~ncotl fro111 nn 

x.my ~~lrologrnl)l~, tc, / I ,  c nliow I ) O H I ~ ~ I O I I  of 1110 I I I ~ I ~ ) I O R  I I I I ~ I  ccntor 
or 1110 stcrnunl. 

1 I 1 i l  X : I I I ~ I I : ~ ~ ~ ~ I I  I s t  1 
c~scluclctl in t,hc light of riutnpsics nncl l,ho condi- 
l io~ls r~vo:~It!(I 1)y tJlic I I S ~  of t,hc fluoroscol~c!. 

My own c*o~~c:llisions :1rc only slig11tI-y ctiffcrcnt 
fl.onl t,hosc of t l ~ c  1~yo11s sollool, nanlrly, that  
:~1111ost all t,l~c! lanow11 ctiscs of clcst,rocnrtlia Ilnvc 

uccolnp:ulintl wit,\) (:vi(l(?nccs of cst,c?nsivc 
ln:Llforlll:Ltio~~ of t,])(: ]lc:trt; t,]l:~t 110 rcttl case of 
l l l r r O  , , , ~ ,  0 1  o r .  
T]lnt, c:kscs where ti10 11c:lrt (lees poillt t,ownrtls 

right, if t]lcrc 1 , r : ~ c ~ ~  of plcllrisy or pcd- 
cfu.tlitis having prcs(.l1{,,  nus st I)(: considcrcd 
:is ttcquiretl cbontl i t lo~~s 1111lcss proved othcr\rrisc 
1 ) ~  alltopsy. Ncvmt,]lclcss, t,hc cttsc of C1rs:an- 
I )oc)~~l ' s  sho\vs t,l~:lt n oo~lgcnitnl dcstrocnrdin, 
t,hougIl no l  of t11e mirror 11c:u.t variety, can exist 
ant1 givc no synlpt,on~ of dcfecti\ie he:lrt-struc- 
t,urc:. 

11. I~isplnccments or dislocations of thc heart 
(luc to pathological co~~ditinns are to bc divitlcd 
into three gcncrd groups: the first d ~ l e  to simple 
tlisturbnnce of the normal ntnlosphcric cquili- 
1)rinm existing in t,hc chest,; and the fiecond due 
to the distorting action of ndhesions of an inAnm- 
il~atory origin. The formcr represent, thc unre- 
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s1,r:tinc:tl I I I ~ Y ~ I I I ~ I I L  of t,hc 11o:trt in the prcscncc 
of plel~rtil cx11(1:it.(', 1)11(!11mntllorax, or of n 1:irgc 
cnvil,y wit.hi11 t,hc lung, or tiny othcr contlition 
c:tllsillg sclerosis or sI1ri11lcing of onc lllng; t,he 
I:ittcr, tllc dislo~.:tt,io11~ dllc to n(lhcsiollS forlllillg 
i11 t,hc C O I I ~ S C  of infl:t~n~~l:tt,nry proccsscs wllicll 
involve tho p lc l~r :~  ant1 poricartlium. 

'I'llc tl~irtl groll]) is nssoci:it,cd with tjhc ])rcsc~lcc 
of :in : L I ~ ( : I I ~ ~ S I I I  or :L I IOW growtll \iritllin t11c chcst 
so (lt!vcIoj)ing :is 1,o (lispl:i(:~ 1,110 heart,. Wit11 this 
Ittst gr0111) t,Jlis 1)nl)cr \viII not; tle:tl. 

A case wl~crc :ulhcsio~~s 1)1:iycd a11 ltctive 1):irt; 
in c::tusing (lisloc:tt,ioll of t,11(: 11c:trt firs{, (::bllctl Iny 
:ttt(:lltiol~ t,o th(! sl~l)jc(:t, of c:u.tliao disl)]:lccmcnt,s. 
r , 1 hc p:itie~ll, :L ~01111111 of forl,y-~cvc11, C ~ I I I C  to the 
IIouso of t,hr Good Snmarit,:tn with the liistory 
of 11:ivillg I1:td :I (10111)lc pncu~nonia whicll lint1 
:~ttnchcil tllr! 1)i~scs of both 111egs. At e n t l s ~ ~ c c  
t hc p ~ i c ~ ~ ~ n o n i : ~  ill the Icft 1r111g W:LS said to have 
\)(!en ~~nrcsolvcd, :tlthough scvcrnl weeks h:ttl 
c>!:~psctl sincc t,hc :ittack. I found on cxaminn- 
t,~on d1111icss ttt the right base, with modificd vcsi- 
c:~~lar rcs1)irzttion ancl a fcw finc! rhlas. At thc 
left biisc t,hcrc wns fl:~1~11css :~n(1 RI )SOI~CC of rcspirtt- 
1.ion. After ol)scrvat,ion for :I fcw tlnys I was 
tctnptcd to scc i f  I col~ld not tfiscovcr p i s  wit11 
;LII aspirating nccdlc, hut, very cnrcf~il ox:t~nina- 
tion disclosccl in scvcrnl ])laces w~nnll arcas of 
tlistnnt vcsicr~lnr l)raathing, :ind 1' connll~tlcd th:tt 
Lhere wns no  dis1,inot pockct of pus ~)rcscnt. At 
khis tinlc the nptbn 1)csL IV:LS not,o(l irr being dt,,~:itctl 
13 cn1, l,o 1,hc loft of 1,llo st,cr~uiln. 'I'hc ])allcnt 
grad11:illy g:tinctl in st,rcngtjh :tntl wits 111) ttnd 
:J,out, l,ho \v:tr(l, 1)111 very litt,lc i~~ll)rove~ncnt, 
collltl \)c (Ict,ct:tc(I in t,11c rcspirnl,nry signs nt the 
I~nsc of t,ljo loft, lung. Aftjar :L tc111l)or:u.y n1)scncc 
from idlo hospital I for~~itl on 111y r t ? t \~ r~ i  t,11:tt 1,11c 
pa t i r~~ t ' s  oolltlitdon stJill rc~~~ainot l  nl)out th(, \ :: 4 ~ 1 1 1 ~ .  

To f,ry :illd p:1, :L \)~l,t,(?l' r(!s])ir:~t,ory (!o~l(liI,io~i 
I~ytlrot~l~cr:r.l)(:~~t~i(: mo:tsr~rc~s wclrc: :t(Iol)t,(vt. 'l'hc 
patit?11t, w:ts l)l:t(:(?(l ill :L 1):11~11-1~11\) :~,il(l (:ol(l wti1,cr 
w I o r  I 1 1 . If; \v:LS 11()1)~1(1 
in tllis urny 1.0 (:tius(! forootl inspir:il,io~~ :uld 1,o 
\winR i ~ ~ t , o  :~c:t,ion 1mrLio11s of t8hc t1isc::isotl 111ng, 
'I'his \v:~s rc1)c:itr:tl tfhrrc 1i111os tl11ri11~ t,hc wcc?k. 
~ ' ~ C I ) : L I ' : L ~ . ~ ~ I I  for 1,110 ~ , Y : L I I S ~ O ~  of 1,l1(: l)at,io~~t, to R 
co~~v:~lcsc:c~~)t, I ~ O I I I C  I ~ : i v i~~g  I)(Y:II : ~ I ~ I ~ : L I I ~ O ~ I ,  :L t i~lr~l 
c s n ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ : i l i o n ,  \\.:is 111utlt\. AL i,11(~ iirsi, gI:i11(:(: :ttJ 1h t?  
chcsl, l.ho ~1c:i1.1,'s i111]) l l l~(!  \jr:lS ScclI t,o I)(! in th(? 

r 7 ni1:1ry o 1 11(.r(l W:I.S rc.son:inc:c whrrc I)c- 
for(. l\\rrc\ h:it\ 1N:cW 1*11(: 11oYll1:\~ :Ll'(::L of (!:tl'tli:l(: 
tllll~lt~ss, : \ I \ ( \  1,11(. :i]N?s i~~l])ulsc! \\r:LS 16 oln, from 
thc 111(:(li:l11 lillc.. A flllorosc!ol)ic: cx:~l1lin:tt,ioll 
sllonrcltl (*1(1:11. ligl~t, tr . :~~tst~tissio~~ ) a c r t ~ ~ y i ~ ~ ~  tho 
IIOYIII:I~ :ir(\:t of (::lr(\i:t(: s ~ I : ~ ~ o w ,  ~ l l i 1 0  1111 trace of 
thc Ilc:trt, it,solf W:LS lost in the ge11cr:tl S I I R ~ O W  
ol~scuring thc 1):tsc and outcr port,ion of thc loft, 
chest. 

It, scclns t,o me th:tt wl1:tt had occurred is as 
follows : Owing to the grent gasp wllich the p:tticnt 
gave nt thc first, :~]>plicatio~l of t l ~ c  \v:tl,er, a por- 
l.ion of thc 1r111g which had bccn prcvior~sly con- 
tracted expanded and escaped fro111 its ndhesions 
and pushcd into the place of lcast resistance; 
ballooning I I ~ ,  its i t  were, ttnd pressing the heart 
outwards so that  it was pushed into the  pace it 
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now occupies. There was no real disturbance
from the movement of the heart more than the
severe shock which the patient laid to the first
application of the cold water, but I am inclined
to attribute the feeling of discomfort to the move-
ment of the viscera then taking place. For some
time there were no adventitious sounds to be
heard over the heart, but later a soft blowing
murmur developed, and a year later some irregu-
larity was noted. The sputum was repeatedly
examined for bacilli of tuberculosis without find-
ing any present, although some cough and expec-
toration continued. At my request Dr. Chandler
of Medford examined her in March, 1903, and
reported no murmur or irregularity, and the
cardiac impulse 16 cm. to the left of the median
line.

The great interest in this case lies in the sudden
movement of the heart and the little correspond-
ing shock or discomfort occassioned by the seem-
ingly violent displacement of the viscera within
the chest. Very few indeed of the patients whose
cases are to be found reported in the literature of
the subject experienced any inconvenience from
the malposition of the heart. Of sudden move-

ments, the one most nearly approaching the one
reported above was the case of a medical student
(Cochez) who had tuberculosis, and was known to
have had a cavity in the right lung. One night
on retiring he heard and felt the heart beating
on the right side, and about a week later, when he
was again examined by his physician, the heart
was found dislocated to the right. There was no
discomfort noticed by this specially intelligent
patient to tell exactly when the movement took
place, and yet it probably occurred during the
day in which it was noted. Moutard-Martin had
also a case where the change was noted by the
house-physician probably soon after it occurred,
but as there was no discomfort no report was
made to the visiting physician.

In the case of a young man examined by me in
1902. where I found the heart displaced upwards
and to the right side I was told that the last time
he was examined the upper right side of the chest
gave a very hollow sound, and that he was in-
formed that there was a cavity there. Here
again there was no discomfort to tell when the
marked cardiac displacement took place.

Another case illustrates how marked disloca-
tion can exist and yet give no symptom either at
the time of its occurrence or discomfort later,
although the patient may lead a laborious life.
The patient's heart was not in its usual position,
and in the place occupied by its normal dulness
there was resonance and a clear transmission of
light when examined with the fluoroscope. The
greatest cardiac impulse was to be located in the
left mid-axillary line, and the sounds were to be
best heard in the back, mingled with friction
sounds and sounds indicating a cavity in the
lungs.

This patient has no history pointing to the
time of the dislocation. Indeed the whole proc-
ess was discovered in the course of a routine
examination of the chest for the purpose of ex-

plaining the cause of cough and expectoration
which occasionally, for the past few years, had
given him much discomfort. The patient was a
stone-cutter. No bacilli of tuberculosis have
been found in his sputum, though the sputum has
been examined from time to time for several
years. Very close questioning finally brought out
the fact that about 1886 he had been so weak and
sick from a cough that he had given up work for
a month or two, but that he had speedily recov-
ered and had even forgotten the fact, only recalling
it on talking the matter over with his family. The
cough for which he had come to the clinic had
appeared only in the past few years and had not
been of such a nature as to cause him to lose
strength or stop his hard work, although it was
very annoying at times. This patient has been
under observation since 1899. The cavity in the
base of the left lung evidently dates back to an
old destructive process. From the compensa-
tory hypertrophy of the remainder of the lung,
and possibly the drag of adhesions upon the peri-
cardium, the heart was displaced downwards and
backwards till it occupies its present position. In
spite of this condition the patient, is able to do
the most difficult manual labor in agranite quarry.

Fitzgerald and Everett have reported an inter-
esting case of extreme dislocation of the heart.
The patient, a woman of sixty, stated that she had
been very sick with pleurisy, but this could not
be confirmed. In 1894 it was found that the
whole front of the chest was resonant; the heart-
sounds were faintly heard on the right side, and
the right back was dull; and at the angle of the
right scapular was felt the cardiac impulse and
the heart sounds were clear. This condition had
not been noted in 1890 when she was first seen.
Some years later there was dyspnea and in 1900
she died of bronchitis. At the autopsy the lobes
of the left lung were found to be practically
anterior and posterior rather than upper and
lower, as the lower lobe extended from the dia-
phragm to the apex behind, while the upper lobe
extended across the whole front of the chest and
was adherent to the costal pleura of the right side
of the thorax in the mid-axillary line. The right
lung was completely retracted.

The heart's position was nearly vertical, and
the right ventricle was so placed that it must
have been the portion of the heart giving the
cardiac impulse at the angle of the right scapular.

The recent case of Garel (1902), where the heart,
following an extensive right-sided pleurisy, had
been drawn, so that the apex beat was in the
fifth interspace in the right mammary line, is
another instance showing the distortion possible
from adhesions.

In the many cases of so-called dextrocardia
following pleurisy and penumonia the heart is
held displaced to the right by adhesions develop-
ing in the course of an acute inflammatory dis-
ease and either drawing or securing the displaced
heart in its unusual position.

None of the above-mentioned patients, and
none of my other patients with permanently dis-
placed hearts from whatever cause, have had any
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uncomfortable symptoms referable to the heart.
Nor in any of the many reported cases has the
displaced heart given trouble in virtue of its
unusual position. And only a few patients of
the reported cases have realized at all that the
heart was displaced.

While the movements of the heart influenced
by the presence of adhesions and the presence of
cavities or sclerosed lung tissue with emphysem-
ata of the remainder of the lung or of the other
lung are often erratic, on the other hand the move-
ments of the heart caused by the presence of
fluid or air in the pleural cavity, or by the con-
traction of one lung in whole or in part, are prac-
tically subject to certain definite rules or laws
when uncomplicated by adhesions.

It has been a matter of surprise to find out how
little was definitely known about this condition
of frequent occurrence. The number of accurate
observations reported is very small, even since
the introduction of the x-rays as an aid in the
examination of the chest. The post-mortem
examinations have been few in number, and many
of these make no note of the really important
fact, —i. c, the exact position of the heart, —be-
ing simply content to make the statement that
the heart was found as in life to the right. Many
pathologists have never seen the condition or at
least never considered it of sufficient importance
to have made mental note of any cases they may
have seen. One of the reasons why it may have
escaped notice is that the heart if not held by
adhesions will often slip back into its proper posi-
tion when the chest is open and the pressure
within the pleural cavities has been made equal.
Such cases are on record, where the heart has been
demonstrated during life to be to the right of the
sternum, and at the autopsy been found in its
normal place, and the space which it has occupied
on the right side over a cavity in the lung been
plainly visible. Powell also found that the
heart when pressed towards the right tended to
sag back into place unless held in position by
long pins thrust through the heart. Some path-
ologists who are inclined to think that the back-
ward movement of the heart cannot take place
so rapidly, explain the fact that they have not
noted the condition offener as due to the relaxa-
tion of the diaphragm after death, and the conse-

quent greater capacity of the pleural cavity. Thus
the heart is drawn back to its original position
again.

The anatomists consulted have been decidedly
surprised to learn that movements of the heart
were at all common and had not considered the
matter, only it had seemed on general principles
that the base was the immovable portion of the
heart, while the heart's apex appears to be freely
movable. Probably the erroneous idea which
has been held by so many that the heart in case
of a left-sided exúdate became reversed, with its
apex pointing to the right, has been due to the
manner in which the heart has been seized by the
pathologist, and drawn upwards and to the right
at post-mortem examinations after the opening
of the pericardium.

The movements of the heart in the presence of
effusion, or air in one side of the chest, depend on
the following anatomical and physiological con-
ditions, which may be modified by certain patho-
logical conditions which may be present:

The heart, enclosed in the pericardium, hangs
from the great vessels at its base and lies between
the two pleural cavities, which are vacuum cham-
bers. In these vacuum spaces are elastic, expan-
sile bags, the lungs, in connection with the out-
side air. If a small wound in the chest-wall
occurs, the lung does not at once collapse, but
rather the lung seems to put forth almost intelli-
gent efforts to cover the opening and prevent the
ingress of air. Even in cases where the lung has
been compressed into a small compass by the
presence of an effusion the active expansive
power of the lung asserts itself as soon as the
exúdate is withdrawn, as is shown by the force
with which the pus flows from an opening in the
thoracic wall in the cases of empyema. This
active participation of the lung in tending to
expand from its internal resiliency is denied by
some observers, who believe that all the expan-
sion is due to coughing, which distends the lung
by the closing of the glottis and the consequent
increase of the pulmonary pressure. These men
would deny that any of the movements of the
heart were dependent on anything besides the
ordinary laws of physics, and consequently that
the active resiliency of the lungs does not have to
be taken into consideration. However this may
be finally settled, the anatomical position of the
heart is of the greatest importance as regards the
forces leading to its movements. The heart rests
on the dome of the diaphragm, enclosed in the
pyramidal pericardial sac whose base is continuous
¡with a part of the fibers of the upper portion of
the diaphragm, which thus makes a firm flooring
on which the heart is bedded. From this base
the sac of the pericardium has its origin, being
held in position by three supporting ligaments:
(a) the suspensory, which is attached to the body
of the third dorsal vertebra; (b) the cervical,
which merges in the aponeurosis of the neck,
which in turn is attached to the hyoid bone; (c)
the sterno-pericardial, attached to the anterior
face of the sternum and the first rib.

Any weight, like an exúdate, in the cavity,
tends to depress the diaphragm and to put these
ligaments on the stretch and thus presents a
firm resisting wall so that the fluid shall not press
directly upon the heart and hinder its action.

If the effusion is on the right, the wall of the
pericardium becomes a rigid partition, behind
which the auricles have protection. If on the
left side, the ventricular portion becomes tense
and vertical, and thus presses against the apex,
moving it laterally till in the extreme it goes
behind the xyphoid. When this point is reached
the right portion of the pericardium is put on the
stretch and opposes further lateral movement.
The extent to which the pericardium allows the
apex to move is towards the left about 5 to 6 cm.,
and towards the right about 12 to 13 cm.

The movements of the heart uncomplicated by.
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pleural and pericardial adhesions are to be divided
into three groups :

(1) Those brought about by the presence of
fluid in the pleural cavity.

(2) Those caused by pneumothorax.
(3) Those due to the presence of large cavities

in the lungs, disturbing the equilibrium of the
inter-thoracic pressure.

Although the laws hold good for effusions on
both sides of the chest, yet as the displacements
to the right following left-sided pathological
conditions are more marked and more interest-
ing, these alone will be considered.

A glance at one or two diagrams will show how
triangular shaped is the outline of the heart

—how its right border is nearly vertical and the
lower border nearly horizontal, while really only
a small apical portion projects beyond the mass
known as the base of the heart. The amount of

Fia. S. —Heart from the front (from Qualn).

the heart's bulk that lies to the right of the de-
scending aorta makes it probable that any general
pressure exerted on the heart would tend to
thrust it en masse to the right, flattening the
arch of the aorta rather than reversing the heart
and twisting the vessels. This is what happens in
left-sided exudates. When the fluid amounts to
about 1,000 cc. pressure is exerted on the heart
lying in the pericardium and it is pushed to the
right en masse. In so doing the apex is depressed
and rotated forwards, the heart's shadow in the
fluoroscope losing its triangular appearance and
becoming simply a mass in the center of the
chest, with nearly vertical sides. In two of my
cases, where the heart had become retained byadhesions in this position, I have been able to
see the shadow of the apex of the heart springoutwards and slightly upwards from the dense
central shadow with each contraction of the
heart. This sh,wed that when the heart was

the smallest it tended to return to its exact
normal position.

The movement of the apex can be traced across
the left chest by the cardiac impulse, and in large
exudates it finally disappears under the xyphoid.
Sometimes the apical impulse can still be felt in

Fio. 6.
—

Heart from behind (from Qualn).

epigastrium and the apical sounds can be dis-
tinguished with the stethoscope as being below
the xyphoid.

At the same time that this is taking place on
the left side of the chest, the movement of the
basal mass of the heart brings the right auricle
and the aorta closer and closer to the right
thoracic wall, and cardiac impulse appears in the
third space from the latter, and in the fifth or
fourth space to the right, usually in or about the
mammary line. Following one's first-impression,
that the place of the greatest cardiac impact and
the loudest heart's sounds is the location of the
apex, it has seemed to many clinicians that the
apex in these cases of left-sided exúdate was
directed to the right, and at the place above
stated. This too followed the teachings of Win-
trich. The sudden deaths which have occurred
in the course of pleurisy have been explained as
due to the twisting of the great vessels, taking
place in the inversion of the heart. This classic
explanation has been followed almost implicitly
in France, and as late as 1901 almost all the im-
portant text-books of medicine are credited by
Alaux as having adhered to this teaching. In
Germany, however, modern teachers for the most
part have not taken this position, but have said
that the heart was pushed or drawn to the right.Professor Bard and others of the Lyons school
have done much in France to call attention to the
erroneous teaching, and as a result, for the past
ten years cases have been reported which show
more careful study than formerly and practically
all of these have borne out the positions taken by
Bard, Pitres and others.

In England, Powell as already said, from a
large postmortem experience, recognized that it
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was very rare for the apex to pass the sternum,
and that the impulse seen in the region of the
right nipple was always caused by the base of
the heart.
Of the American teachers, Osier, as would be

expected, makes the definite statement that he
has never seen in simple effusions and pneumo-
thorax the apex pointing to the right. Fitz
'speaks of the movement of the heart as a whole.
Cutler in Loomis-Thompson sums up the whole
question very neatly when he writes of " the car-
diac impulse to the right, corresponding with the
base and not the apex, the heart not changing
its parallel." Musser and Eichorst also make cor-
rect statements. Cabot, Anders and Vierordt
speak or give diagrams of the apex pointing to
the right, and many of the other writers do not
mention the matter at all.

As has been said above, the number of post-
mortem examinations in cases of displaced heart
is surprisingly small, and even when made the
position of the apex is often not noted. Since
the advent of the x-rays as an aid to accurate
diagnosis many clinical cases are still reported,
and in medical centers too, without any fluoro-
scopic examination to confirm the auscultation
and general impressions. All the autopsies, how-
ever, that 1 have been able to find where any
statement of the heart's position has been given,
and all cases where the x-rays have been called
into service, have (with a few exceptions to be
noted later) shown the apex of the heart always
pointed to the left.

Fio. 7.— Gal-Bier's case.

Carrière states that he has studied carefully
with regard to the position of the apex twenty
cases of left-sided pleuritis, and finds that in all
there was no evidence of rotation of the heart.
These observations have been supplemented by
experiments upon the cadaver, and in none of
these, as also in the experiments of Powell, Bard
and Pitres, was there any sign of torsion even
though the fluid put into the chest amounted to
eight liters. The experiments and observations
on pleuritic exudates made it seem that with

about 700 ce. of fluid in the chest, the heart
remains at its normal place if a vertical position
is maintained, but that if the patient lies on the
right side the heart's impulse moves from 2 to
4 cm. inwards. With fluid amounting to 1,000
to 3,000 cc. the apex becomes lowered and
approaches the median line as described above,
and as the fluid passes 2,500 cc. the apex passes
beneath the xyphoid.

One of my first cases of displaced heart was a
fine example of the fact that the base and not the
apex gives the cardiac impulse on the right. The
patient was a young girl with pulmonary tuber-
culosis of the right lung. The thin chest-walls
made percussion very easy, and the house-officer
who first saw her percussed triangular area of
dulness on the right of the sternum which he
called the apex. This was so distinct that he
was not willing, in the light of his previous instruc-
tion, to acknowledge that it could be produced by
anything else than the apex of the heart. How-
ever, the fluoroscope demonstrated the apex of
the heart projecting just beyond the left border
of the sternum, and the marked triangular dulness
to the right was made by the base of the heart.
The case was specially favorable to study, as the
patient was a child, and then there was no thick-
ened pleura and no exúdate to obscure the field.
The region about the heart was clear, so that the
cardiac outlines were well defined.
In fluoroscopic examinations it must be borne

in mind that a left-sided exúdate will obscure the

CaBO of pneumothorax from tho service of Dr. J. J. Mluot.
Left side of tho chest. Traced from an x-ray photograph. A,
shadow of the apex ; L, compressed lung.
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position of the apex, and that old pleuritic adhe-
sions will cause such a shadow that the heart's
position is often lost. But if there has been no
disease upon the right side the general shape of the
heart will show that the point of greatest impulse
must be made by the base of the heart and not
by the apex.

In an attempt to study the mechanics by which
the heart is moved, it is well in the first instance
to consider a pneumothorax. Here the air, gain-
ing access to the whole pleural cavity, accumu-
lates until the pressure within the cavity is equal
or greater than the outside air. That this intra-
thoracic pressure in the case of pneumothorax
is great, there is no reason to believe. In the
cases where the pressure has been studied, it has
usually been from 3 to 7 cm. of water. In
the single case I have had a chance to study the
pressure has only been from 2 to 4 cm. of water,
although in this case there was a marked dis-
placement of the heart to the left. But to return
to the mechanics of cardiac displacement: The
left pleural cavity being filled with air, the lung
is collapsed and the equilibrium previously exist-
ing between the two sides of the thorax is de-
stroyed. There is now a vacuum-chamber only
on the right side, and into that vacuum there is a
tendency for the heart and its attachments to be
both drawn and pushed, and unless hindered by
adhesions it moves along the lines of least resist-
ance already indicated.

Where an exúdate is present the conditions
are practically the same. As is well known, an
exúdate does not simply occupy the most depend-
ent portion of the pleural cavity, but is drawn up,
forming a layer on the thoracic wall on a level
represented by a curve whose highest point is in
the axilla. As the exúdate increases in amount
the lung is gradually compressed upwards and
backwards, the level of the fluid becoming more
and more horizontal, and finally the lung is found
compressed about the root of the primary bron-
chus and jammed against the chest wall and the
spinal column. The higher the fluid rises about
the lung the more the elasticity of the lung is lost
and the air disappears from within the lung, and
consequently the intra-thoracic equilibrium dis-
appears. After a certain amount of fluid has
collected within the chest, the influence of the
pleural vacuum on the right side begins to make
itself felt, and the heart is drawn gradually to-
wards that side. After a time the weight of the
fluid in the affected side of the chest also exerts
a force from behind, urging on the movement.
In large exudates the intrathoracic pressure may
rise, and they have been reported as being as
high as 40 to 45 mm. of mercury. Pitres, in the
reports of seventeen carefully studied cases, found
that the intra-pleural tension when the amount of
fluid exceeded 2,000 cc. was from 20 to 44 mm.
of mercury; that with an exúdate of 1,000 to
2,000 cc. the pressure ranged from 8 to 20 mm. ;
and below 1,000 cc. the pressure was from zero
to 2 or 3 mm.

The amount of the pressure depends on a num-
ber of conditions, as for example if the diaphragm

is weak and relaxed the amount of fluid may be
large and the intra-thoracic pressure be small.
On the other hand, with a consolidated lung the
amount of the exúdate may be small and the
tension great.

The experiments in intra-thoracic pressure have
been criticised by Bard as being inaccurate, from
crude instruments and faulty technique, but as
yet he had offered no accurate measurements',
and what has been done may at least be accepted
as showing approximately what takes place, there
being practically the same element of error in all
the observations. That there is intra-pleural
pressure is obvious by the broad and even dis-
tended intercostal spaces which are frequently
seen in large effusions. This pressure acts to
give an accelerating push in addition to the suc-
tion exerted by the vacuum of the other side.

All those who of late have attempted experi-
ments with the injection of fluids into the chest
have been unable to produce any eversión of the
heart, although very large amounts, even up to
eight liters, have been used. Thus, Carrière,
Pitres and Bard have maintained, reasoning from
their experiments, that the rotation of the heart
was impossible under any conditions. In addi-
tion, however, to the cases with adhesions or
extensive right-sided effusion, already quoted,
there has recently appeared a most interesting
report by Lafforgue of displacement of the heart
to the right, with inversion of the heart and bend-
ing of the great vessels. The case occurred in
Algiers, where a native was stabbed in the back
just outside the shoulder-blade. He bled but
little externally, and was found at his home a
month later, and a month later still he died. The
left side of the chest was much distended. The
cardiac impulse was in the fourth interspace to
the right. When the chest was opened the heart
was found pointing to the right, the ápex behind
the fourth interspace 3 or 4 cm. to the right of
the sternum. The torsion of the heart had
twisted the vessels so that the aorta was reduced
in caliber a third. The fluid in the left side
amounted to five liters. When this was removed
the heart of its own accord rotated backwards
toward the normal position, but was held at the
border of the sternum by adhesions. On the
posterior wall there was a firm fibrinous clot
reported as 7 or 8 cm. in diameter, j Here is a
case apparently contradicting all the experiments
and other accurate observations that have been
made, but its cause is, I think, easy to interpret.
The man bled profusely into the pleural cavity
after the wound, and the large thick blood-clot
must have pushed the heart upwards and held it
there. Then as the immense exúdate formed, it
acted on an already displaced heart in such a way
as to produce the torsion of heart and vessels.

In the third condition of displacement — when
either there is a large cavity within the lung,
causing a collapse of the surrounding wall, or any
other cause, as syphilis, leading to a contraction of
the lung tissue

—

there is left a void, and into this
the organs of the sound side are aspirated. The
heart passes into this cavity en masse, and greater
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space consequently is given to the un-diseased
lung which in turn takes on a compensatory
hypertrophy, or emphysema. Special examples
of this are to be seen in the diagram of Garnier's
case and in the report of Fitzgerald and Everett's
case quoted above. The movement of the heart
in such cases as has been stated is often modified
and accelerated by the presence of adhesions of
the pleura of the shrunken lung to the pericar-
dium.

Permanent but partial displacements of the
heart are to be accounted for by the formation of
adhesions to the pericardium before the heart has
a chance to return to its normal position and are
due to the slow absorption of the fluid.

In conclusion, it is to be remembered that in
cases of displacement the heart tends to move as
a mass to the right or left; that rotation is very
rare, and accompanied when found by exceptional
conditions, or brought about by the presence of
contracting adhesions; that practically in all
cases the visible cardiac impulse to the right of
the sternum is caused by the base of the heart,
and not by the apex; that extreme displacement
may take place without the slightest discomfort
to the patient; and that the sudden deaths occur-
ring in the large pleuritic effusions are not due to
the cardiac displacement.
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INTERMITTENT HYDRONEPHROSIS
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UTERINE
FIBROID.1

BY M. H. RICHARDSON, M.D., BOSTON.

INTERMITTENT HYDRONEPHROSIS.

My first operation for intermittent hydrone-
phrosis was performed on Nov. 11, 1896, and was
published in the Transactions of the American
Surgical Association for 1897. I showed this
patient before the Clinical Society of the Massa-
chusetts General Hospital and before the Massa-
chusetts Medical Society in 1897. The operation,
which I called ureteroplasty, corresponded in
principle to the Heinecke-Mikulicz operation for
stricture of the pylorus. The junction of the
ureter and the dilated renal pelvis was incised
longitudinally, and this longitudinal incision was
sewed into a transverse line. The effects of the
kink or sharp bend at the origin of the ureter was
thereby overcome. In my first patient absolute
cure followed.

I found this route for exploring the pelvis of
the kidney so easy that I have used it a number
of times since in preference to the usual one of
going through the cortex for renal stone or for
other reasons. The practicability of plastic
operations upon the pelvis of the kidney and upon
the beginning of the ureter was thus made appar-
ent to me by a considerable number of explora-
tions.

My second case of intermittent hydroncphrosis
is the one shown here to-night.

Mr. L. N. I.., twenty-three years of age, machinist, came
to see me on July 14,1902, sent by Dr. Äverill of lîrockton.
For six months lie had had pain in the left side about two
inches below the ribs. The longest time that he had been
without pain was eighteen days. The pain was sharp in
character, lasting for twenty-four hours, and sometimes
for longer. He had been completely disabled for some
six months.

I found a large, tender mass in the region of the left
kidney. It was impossible to say whether the tumor was
fluctuating or not. Examination of the urine was nega-
tive. At the beginning the temperature was normal. At
my first examination the tumor seemed to me to be the
spleen, and I supposed the case one of a splenic leukemia.
Examination of the blood, made by Dr. William«, showed
nothing but a leucocytosis. Five days later the mass had
entirely disappeared. The patient himself had noticed
nothing wrong with the urine. There were no constitu-
tional symptoms at any time.

On Oct. 13 1 again saw this patient. The history dur-
ing the summer had been about the same as before. I
found in the left renal region a tumor which was without
doubt a kidney, and I at that time advised an explora-
tion. The diagnosis was intermittent hydroncphrosis.

The operation was performed at the Deaconess Hospital
on Oct. 16, 1902. An incision six inches in length was

made, starting from the ribs over the site of the tumor and
running downward and forward. Throughout this incis-
ion the external and internal oblique and transversalis
were separated in the direction of their fibers. The peri-
toneal cavity was opened sufficiently for a thorough ex-

ploration of the right kidney and the other abdominal
organs. The opening in the peritoneum was then sutured,
and the left kidney examined. Though the pelvis of the
left kidney was much enlarged and much thickened, it
contained no stones. Tho diagnosis was clearly hydrone-

1 Read at the Boston Society for Medical Improvement, Nov. 16,
1903.
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